
NURSERY GUIDELINES, POLICIES, AND PROCEDURES

 

1. All adult volunteers will have completed the following before serving in the 
 nursery: Growth Track, pastor interview, Safehive online training, and other 
 Maranatha Children’s Ministry specified training. Once all is completed, the 
 volunteer will be cleared by Alyson Stephenson, the Preschool and Nursery 
 Director (Director) to begin serving.
2. All youth volunteers (9th grade girls and older) will have completed the 
 following before serving in the nursery: application, pastor interview, and 
 other Maranatha Children’s Ministry specified training. Once all is completed, 
 the volunteer will be cleared by the Director to begin serving. Youth volun
 teers will not be checking babies in and out unless under the direct supervi
 sion of an adult volunteer or sta� member.
3. In general, men will not be serving as nursery volunteers. In the event that a 
 Maranatha Chapel male sta� member (a pastor) is needed to serve in the 
 nursery, please note that they have been background checked and have 
 necessary training. Men, however, will not be changing babies’ diapers. 
 Fathers may also be in the nursery for the purpose of soothing their babies 
 or ensuring a smooth transition. A father may change only his own baby’s
 diaper.
4. Pre-service: Nursery volunteers will arrive on time to set up the nursery and 
 attend the pre-service prayer meeting in the resource room (begins 20 
 minutes before service). This will ensure that the volunteers are ready to 
 greet families dropping o� babies 10 minutes prior to the start of service as 
 well as to begin interacting with the babies. 
5. Nursery volunteers are required to wear their Maranatha Chapel Children’s 
 Ministry name badges, aprons, and socks while serving in the nursery.
6. Volunteer Attendance:  A commitment to consistent attendance is not only 
 necessary, but greatly appreciated. If you are unable to serve, we ask that 
 you provide notice as far in advance as possible, but no less than 24 hours. 
 Please contact Pastor Jonathan Elliott via text at 858-761-5876 as soon as 
 possible so that other arrangements can be made to find a substitute.
7. Illness:  Babies coming into the nursery should be free of fever, vomiting, 
 and diarrhea over the past 24 hours and/or not have any known communi
 cable illnesses or rashes. If a child has taken antibiotics for an infectious 
 illness for less than 24 hours that child cannot be admitted into the nursery. 
 In addition, children should not be admitted into the nursery if there are 
 signs of a runny nose with yellow or green mucus or an illness-related 
 cough. If you suspect a baby to be unwell, kindly ask the parent if he/she 
 believes the child to be free of symptoms and illness (as mentioned above). 
 Please note that some symptoms are a sign of illness while others are not; it 
 is reasonable to inquire. A sign which explains the illness policy is posted on 
 the counter to which you can refer the parents.
8. Ratios:  To ensure the safety and well-being of the babies, the volunteer to 
 baby ratio should be 1 to 2, with some exceptions approved by the Service 
 Coordinator (Coordinator), Director or Pastor. If the ratios have been met, and 
 there are more families who would like to check babies into the nursery, the 
 Coordinator or Director should be contacted (via radio) to determine if more 
 volunteers can be located. Another option is that the parent may stay in the 
 nursery with his or her child.
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9. Radios:  Every classroom is provided a radio (should be set to channel 2) to 
 contact the Coordinator or Director. Use the radio for any and all questions or 
 assistance you might need. Do not hesitate to use! Make sure to identify your
 self and the room number (or other location) from where you are calling.
10. Classroom Cleanliness:   All classrooms will be maintained to be clean and 
 orderly, especially after each service. The toys will be cleaned and the tables, 
 mats and larger items will be wiped down with Clorox wipes (or other disinfec
 tant). Snack cups will be placed in the sink for cleaning. All toys will be 
 returned to their proper place. As needed, a carpet sweeping device should be 
 used to pick up small items from the floor so they do not end up in babies’ 
 mouths.
11. Food:  The only food provided in the nursery is Cheerios, which are contained 
 in plastic toddler snack cups. Volunteers may also need to hold the babies to 
 give bottles (if parents provide and is noted on the check-in form).
12. Diapers and Diaper Changing:  Every baby’s diaper should be checked and may 
 be changed at least once during the service.  While an adult volunteer changes 
 a baby’s diaper, another adult volunteer will also be present. The adult who 
 changed the diaper will record the time and her initials on the check-in form. 
 Parents should provide a disposable diaper for the diaper change and an extra 
 set of clothes in case the ones the baby is wearing become soiled. We do not 
 change babies wearing cloth diapers or into cloth diapers.
13. Crying Babies:  If a baby has been crying and does not appear to be consolable 
 after reasonable attempts and time to soothe, an adult volunteer will contact 
 the Coordinator or Director via the radio. The baby’s security tag identifier will 
 be posted on screens located within the sanctuary as a means to contact the 
 parents to let them know that they need to return to the nursery to pick up 
 their baby. If parents do not plan to be in the sanctuary for the service, they 
 need to provide a cell phone number to contact them. It is against policy for 
 parents to leave the campus while they have a child in the care of Children’s 
 Ministry.
14. Injuries:  If a baby is injured while in the care of the nursery, the Nursery Team 
 Lead will quickly assess if simple first aid should be applied (first aid kit in 
 classroom and ice packs in resource room) and whether parents need to be 
 immediately notified. The volunteer who witnessed the injury may need to 
 complete an Incident Report form (located in the attendance binder) in which 
 case either the Coordinator or Director should be informed prior to the end of 
 the service so the information can be communicated to the parent.
15. Medical Emergencies:  In the event of serious injury or medical situation that 
 requires emergency care, first call 911, and then radio for immediate assistance 
 in the classroom—make sure to identify yourself and the victim’s location. 
 There are personnel on campus during each service who are trained to assist 
 with on-site emergencies.
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16. These procedures are two-fold—ensuring safety and security as well as an 
 opportunity to be welcoming and relational with families. We want to exude 
 warmth and friendliness and ensure the parents feel trusting and confident in 
 leaving their babies in our care. Be prepared with a warm and friendly greeting 
 for the families.
17.  The computer will be set to Self Check-In. Once the baby is checked in, three 
 tags will be printed. The two names tags will be placed as follows: one on the 
 back of the baby and one on the check-in form in the attendance binder. The 
 security tag will be held by the parent and will be required to be shown for 
 their baby’s (and other children’s) check-out. Ask the questions listed on the 
 check-in form and make notes, as necessary, below the baby’s tag. Be sure to 
 say a reassuring and pleasant goodbye to the parent(s)!
18. In the event that the family is not able to use the Self Check-In, please help 
 them to use the Assisted Check-In option.
19. If the family is new to Maranatha Chapel or if this is their first time bringing 
 their child to the nursery, warmly greet them and direct them to the Welcome 
 Center gazebo to a greeter to assist them. If the family is already in the system 
 and it’s a matter of adding the baby to their family information, this may be 
 done in the classroom.
20. The parents should leave a bag with a diaper and any other necessities for the 
 baby (bottle, change of clothes, pacifier, etc.). If not already labeled, place a 
 label on the bag/items indicating the baby’s name.

21. Check-out is another opportunity to connect with the parents and let them 
 know how things went in your time with their baby. See if they have any ques
 tions. You can even ask them how the service was or if they have any prayer 
 needs, etc. Try to balance this with the needs of the babies still in the class
 room and the line forming to pick up.
22. A parent (or other appropriate individual over the age of 18) must present the 
 security tag that matches the one on the check-in form for the baby. Once you 
 have confirmed a match, the parent can keep the tag in case there are other 
 children who need to be picked up with the same security tag. Initial on the 
 baby’s name tag on the check-in form that this has been completed and make 
 sure to return any items that were left in the nursery (e.g. diaper bag, blanket). 
 Please take this opportunity to say a warm goodbye.
23. In the event that the parent does not have the security tag for check out, radio 
 for the Coordinator or Director to check the identification of the person who is 
 picking up. Be pleasant but firm in explaining that we cannot release any child 
 into another’s care until we confirm that the person picking up is authorized to 
do so.

CHECK-IN

CHECK-OUT
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An opportunity to be relational with our families occurs through children’s birthdays. 
Each month our volunteers are provided a list of children who have specifically 
attended their class who will be celebrating a birthday in the coming month. Using 
the list, postcards and pens provided in a “birthday pouch,” volunteers are asked to 
prepare birthday postcards with a brief personal message. We request that the cards 
be turned in to the resource room in their pouch once completed and no later than 
the last weekend of the month prior to the birthday month.
 
A roster of children which includes their birthdates and parents’ names is provided in 
the attendance binder facing the check-in form. Before class you can quickly scan it 
and see if there is a baby coming in who recently had, has that day, or has a birthday 
in the next few days so you can personally welcome the baby and family with a birth-
day greeting. The roster also provides a way to remind yourself of the parents’ names 
(once you’ve introduced yourselves to one another) so you can greet them in a more 
personal way.

Volunteers also may choose to write cards for other reasons such as welcome to our 
classroom (for a newcomer), thinking of you, or feel better soon. These postcards are 
available in the resource room and/or in the correspondence binders in the classroom 
cupboards. Once completed, cards should be turned into the resource room—Chil-
dren’s Ministry sta� will add the postage and addresses for all correspondence and 
get them into the mail.

Thank you for taking the time to read this through and implementing the 
guidelines, policies, and procedures as detailed.

BIRTHDAYS AND OTHER CORRESPONDANCE


